GIRLS ONLY SOCCER CLINIC

at Williams College with Williams Women’s Soccer Players and Coaches

WHO
Girls going Grades 7-12

WHEN
August 20–22, 2012 (Monday–Wednesday)
9 AM–12 PM

WHERE
Williams College Turf

COST
High School Session $100

PURPOSE
Get ready for preseason! Perfect for anyone trying out for Varsity or JV soccer

In 10 years as the head coach at Williams, Michelyne Pinard has led her team to 5 NESCAC championships and 7 NCAA appearances including a trip to the Final Four in 2008. Michelyne emphasizes possession and a technical style of play, while working to instill in her players a love of competition and a strong sense of team both on and off the field. Michelyne and assistant coach Sarah Bromley hope to use their knowledge of the game to provide local young players with an opportunity to train and play soccer in a fun, positive environment.

YOUTH SESSION
At the All Girls Soccer Clinic our goal is to help to develop young players’ skills and love of the game through a mix of soccer games, team building, and various other clinic activities. We hope that new players will be introduced to the joys of soccer competition in a supportive environment, while players of all experience levels will learn new skills and continue to build their understanding of the game. The ultimate goal of the clinic is that every clinicer leaves having increased their knowledge, skill base, and most importantly, their love of the game!

HIGH SCHOOL SESSION
The morning sessions are designed to provide extra training and playing opportunities to middle school and high school girls to jump start their fall season. Clinic sessions will be run similarly to a college practices involving technical warm-ups, position or skill specific drills, and small-sided competitive games. The goal is to provide a supportive and competitive playing environment for girls who love to compete and want to improve their ability to be successful on the field.
GIRLS ONLY
SOCCER CLINIC
at Williams College with
Williams Women’s Soccer
Players & Coaches

MONDAY, AUGUST 20–
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22

DAILY SCHEDULE
9 AM
Drop off at Renzie Lamb Turf Field
9:15 AM
Technical Warm up
10 AM
Attacking
10:30 AM
Defending
11 AM
Let’s Play!
12 PM
Pick up at the Turf

Questions? Please email
Michelyne Pinard at mpinard@williams.edu.

**Williams College is not a sponsor or
cosponsor of the Girls Only Soccer Clinic**